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Abstract: Hydrodynamic hysteresis exists widely in agglomerated heaps with well-developed intra-
pores, and it directly affects solute transports and bioleaching reaction. In this paper, the dynamic
liquid retention behavior under different heap porosity and irrigation condition is quantified via a
novel real-time, in-situ liquid retention characterizing system (RILRCS), and the potential effects of
initial liquid retention on solute transport and leaching reaction are carefully discussed. The results
show that the immobile liquid is dominant in agglomerated heaps. The ratio of immobile and mobile
liquid (η) dynamically changes due to mineral dissolution and new flow path appearances. The η

normally increases and mobile liquid occupies a higher proportion due to acidic leaching reactions,
especially at a smaller Rg (10.32 mm) and a larger u (0.10 mm/s). The dynamic liquid retention is
more sensitive to the diameter of packed feeds (Rg) and superficial flow rate (u) instead of leaching
reactions. This might be because the damage of leaching reaction on minerals pores/voids is limited
and cannot extensively change the potential pore channels or fluid flow paths. Based on pulse tracing
and conductivity tests, we reveal that the solute resides longer under a slower u and smaller packed
Rg condition, which corresponds well with desirable copper leaching efficiency. Specifically, the
liquid hysteresis behavior is more obvious at a lower u (0.01 mm/s) and smaller Rg (10.32 mm).
This paper gives a good reference to ascertain the liquid retention and hydrodynamic hysteresis and
promote mineral leaching performance.

Keywords: agglomerated heap; liquid retention; hysteresis behavior; solute transport; fluid flow

1. Introduction

Low-grade minerals, waste ores, and even e-wastes are diffusely deposited in the
earth [1,2]. These secondary recyclable resources require low-cost, environmentally-friendly,
and efficient mining methods. Since 1980s, heap leaching, which crushes ores and then
packs them in heaps [3,4], has been successfully industrialized in the United States, Canada,
Chile, South Africa, China, and other countries. The agglomeration, as an effective pre-
treatment method of crushed ores, is widely utilized in the heap leaching of copper oxides,
copper sulfides, laterite nickels, and uranium minerals.

The experimental agglomeration refers to the procedure of using chemical binders to
adsorb and bond crushed ores and fine powders to form well-shaped agglomerations (WAs),
which could obviously ameliorate pore structure, fluid flow, and solute dispersion [5].
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Similar with crushed ore heaps, both the unsaturated and saturated condition exist in
agglomerated heaps simultaneously [6,7]. The liquid hysteresis behavior in unsaturated
beds respectively packed by solid glass beads, crushed ores, and agglomerations are
comparatively discussed. Recently, some novel detecting methods such as computer
tomography (CT), magnetic resonance image (MRI), and particle tracking velocimetry
(PIV) have been introduced to describe the liquid retention behavior. Although these
undisturbed methods are mostly short-term and high cost, studies have indicated that
developing differences of intra-aggregate and inter-aggregate porosity is an essential reason
for differences in liquid hysteresis. Due to well-developed intra-particle pores and voids [8],
the liquid retention and hysteresis appeared more easily than for the crushed ore heaps,
which is regarded as one of the essential factors leading to desirable leaching efficiency.
The fluid flow is closely related to the formation of flow paths and fluid dispersion in
unsaturated heaps [9,10]. In addition to the superficial flow rate, the fluid flow pattern
is also related to the flow pipe diameter, fluid viscosity, and density. The flow pattern in
unsaturated crushed ore/agglomerated heap is commonly shown as laminar flow where
the flow rate is higher in the central part of flow tubes.

It is impossible for the solute (including valuable metallic/non-metallic ions, soluble
oxygen, etc.) to be independent of the leaching system and its transport process must rely
on liquid medium. A consensus has been developing that the solute consistently existed
in the reactive fluid inside unsaturated heaps, and solute transport is closely related to
solution flow. The efficiency of solute transports represents the ion exchange rate at the
reaction interface and limits the mineral dissolution to some extent. Specifically, the solute
transport areas in the unsaturated heaps are closely related to mobile liquid (mainly shown
as preferential flow), while the solute transport efficiency is closely related to immobile
liquid (mainly shown as stagnant flow). The existing research shows that there are two key
star-like inter-particle pores and intra-particle pores in the ore heap, and solute transport
widely exists in the inter-particle pores with solution as the key medium[11,12]. These
solute/mass (including solute oxygen, metallic ions, etc.) transports could be affected
by channeling tortuosity [13,14], contact angle at the solid-fluid interface [15], and the
diameter of pore throat [16,17]. In the heap heterogeneous, the segregation and stratification
phenomenon appeared widely [18]. This could also be quantitively characterized by
detecting liquid holdup difference from macro-scope [19]. Caused by the complex hydraulic
conductivity and hysteresis in unsaturated heaps, it is hard to quantitively characterized
solute transport [20,21]. To describe the solute transport and liquid retention behavior of
different unsaturated porous systems, previous studies have mainly focused on numerical
simulation to characterize the solute transport process under the effect of different porosity
and irrigation condition. Except for the mathematical modeling studies mentioned above,
hydrodynamics features in fluid flow and solute transport in unsaturated porous heaps
are explored via column system. Some detection methods including calibration solute
tracing and overflow conductivity measuring are utilized to quantify the solute transport
behavior, and discuss the potential effect of liquid hysteresis on mass transfer in the minerals
interface [22]. In addition, Neethling′s team of Imperial College London innovatively
used the suspension force measurement method to monitor the liquid holding behavior
of the static ore particle pile system. Some computer tomography, nuclear magnetic
resonance, and other techniques have also been applied to the liquid holding characteristics
of unsaturated porous media stacking heap [23–25], but the above research findings are
more static and transient without considering mineral leaching. Despite this, there are
still few studies that both consider liquid hysteresis and solute transport in agglomerated
leaching condition, leading to a research gap regarding a deep understanding of how
agglomerated heaps enhance mineral leaching and solute transport intensification [26–28].

In this paper, using a novel developed in-situ, real-time liquid retention characterizing
experimental system, the fluid flow, dynamic liquid retention, and hysteresis behavior in
unsaturated agglomerated heaps are effectively discussed. To better show the potential
connection between liquid retention and mass transfer of agglomerated heap leaching sys-
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tem, the dynamic liquid retention is quantitative by the liquid holdup value θ, the residual
liquid holdup value θresidual, and the ratio of immobile and mobile liquid η; the dynamic
solute transport in agglomerated heaps is quantitatively described by fluid parameters,
such as overflow the overflow conductivity, and residual time distribution (RTD). The
research measures and findings in this paper could promote the understanding of the
dynamic liquid retention and hysteresis behavior in agglomerated heaps under different
inter-aggregate porosity (comparing diameter of WAs), intra-particle porosity (comparing
feeds with same diameters), and superficial flow rate condition.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Ore Samples and Its Agglomeration Condition

The ore feeds are sampled from copper sulfides mines in China. The valuable copper
minerals mainly are copper sulfides (chalcocite and chalcopyrite, etc.) and copper oxides
(malachite, etc.). The total mass fraction of Cu2+ is 0.70% (free copper oxides is 5.71%,
primary/secondary copper sulfides occupied 92.86%), the gangue minerals is mainly quartz.
The agglomerated condition is set as: rolling speed is 80 rpm, inclined angle is 30◦, curing
time is 7 days, and chemical binder is 9.3% sulfuric acid solution. The diameter of 50%
crushed ore feeds is less than 2 mm, and 35% is less than 1 mm. The diameter of 80%
WAs is larger than 10 mm. The difference of particle bonding collision in agglomeration
procedure is not considered in this paper.

2.2. Real-Time, In-Situ Liquid Retention Characterizing System (RILRCS)

To quantitively describe the dynamic liquid retention and solute transports in agglom-
erated heaps, a novel real-time, in-situ liquid retention characterizing system (RILRCS) is
well developed (Figure 1). Taking the functionality as evaluation factors, the structure of
RILRCS is divided into (Figure 1a): liquid irrigating (9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18), tension
measuring (5, 6), data visualizing (8), and supporting (1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 12) systems.
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The RILRCS idea is to use a tension sensor (Figure 1e) to monitor and converted
dynamical liquid retention signal into electrical signal by force measurer and converter
(Figure 1d). The effective measuring range of liquid retention is 30 kg, test accuracy is
0.001 kg. The A/D conversion rate is 200 times/s and counting step is 15 s. The electrical
signals are compiled by LABVIEW and graphical language (Figure 1b), eventually obtaining
the liquid holdup (θ), residual liquid holdup (θresidual), and ratio of immobile and mobile
liquid (η). The dripping irrigation uses the uniform vertical hoses and glass porous board
(Figure 1c). The pulse conductivity of overflow in liquid collection tank (Figure 1a) is
measured regularly.

2.3. Experimental Scheme and Design

This paper utilizes column leaching experiment (CLE) and pulse tracing experiment
(PTE) to study the dynamic liquid retention behavior, solute transport, and its influencing
factors in agglomerated heaps. The detailed experimental scheme and key parameters
are shown in Table 1. The dynamic liquid retention in leaching process is detected via
RILRCS. The key parameters of overflow, namely Cu2+ concentration, pH/Eh, and bacterial
concentration, are measured. The influencing factors are described: (1) packed feed types
(solid glass beads, crushed ore, and Was), (2) geometric mean diameter of agglomerations
(10.32, 16.02, and 24.36 mm), and (3) superficial flow rate (0.01, 0.02, 0.05, and 0.10 mm/s),
respectively. Different WAs feeds and irrigation conditions were set up.

Table 1. Experimental scheme of pulse tracing and column leaching in this paper.

Experiment Factors Packed Feed Type Geometric Mean
Diameter (mm)

Superficial Flow
Rate (mm/s)

Pulse
Tracing

Experiment
(PTE)

Packed feed types

Solid glass beads 16.02 0.10

Crushed ore 16.02 0.10

Well-shaped
agglomerations (WAs) 16.02 0.10

Geometric mean
diameter of

packed feeds

WAs 10.32 0.10

WAs 16.02 0.10

WAs 24.36 0.10

Superficial
flow rate

(Irrigation rate)

WAs 16.02 0.01

WAs 16.02 0.02

WAs 16.02 0.05

WAs 16.02 0.10

Column
Leaching

Experiment
(CLE)

Geometric mean
diameter of

packed feeds

WAs 10.32 0.10

WAs 16.02 0.10

WAs 24.36 0.10

Superficial flow
rate (Irrigation

rate)

WAs 16.02 0.01

WAs 16.02 0.02

WAs 16.02 0.05

WAs 16.02 0.10

In the CLE, the WAs are artificially dumped and packed the agglomerated heaps.
Then the acidic solution is irrigated from the top of packed agglomerated heaps, the
bacterial concentration, pH/Eh value, and cupric ions concentration (copper extraction
rate) of overflow are detected regularly. The basic liquid medium is no-ferrous 9K solution
containing 3.0 g (NH4)2SO4, 0.5 g K2HPO4, 0.1 g KCI, 0.5 g MgSO4·7H2O, and 0.01 g
Ca(NO3)2 per liter. The initial pH value is set as 2.00. The functional leaching micrograms
are injected and domesticated in leaching medium. The dominant bacteria species are
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Acidthiobacillus ferrooxidans (A.f ) and Acidophilus thiooxidans (A.t). The initial total bacterial
concentration is roughly 2.0 × 106 cell/mL, the environmental temperature is 28 ± 2◦.

In the PTE, to detect the solute transport under different initial liquid retention con-
ditions, the tracer ion is thought as solute ions of valuable minerals reserved in the ore
samples. The conductivity value of overflow contained tracer ions is continuously detected
by conductivity sensor. The 4.00 mol/dm3 NaCl solution is used as the experimental tracer,
and this NaCl tracer was injected once in a pulse (shown in Figure 2), with an injection
volume of 0.05 mL. This pulse injection adopts a single dipper head. The overflow con-
ductivity is measured by the inserted sensors, and the residual time distribution (RTD) is
calculated according to previous similar studies. The residence, spreading, and hysteresis
behavior of solute (tracer ions) in agglomerated heaps are carefully discussed.
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2.4. Key Parameters of Liquid Retention and Solute Transports
2.4.1. Liquid Holdup (θ) and Residual Liquid Holdup (θresidual)

In irrigation and drainage process, the agglomerated heaps reach static, and residual
steady-state of liquid retention, which is corresponding with liquid holdup (θ, %) and
residual liquid holdup (θresidual, %), respectively. As described in [29], two key parameters
are calculated by Equations (1) and (2).

θ =

∫
(v in − vout) dt

V
=

vint − mout/ρ

V
(1)

θresidual =
Vsteady −

∫
(v out)dt

V
=

θV − mout/ρ

V
= 1 − mout

Vρ
(2)

where vin is flow rate in, vout is flow rate out, mout is mass of liquid flow out, and ρ is liquid
density. The immobile and mobile liquid co-existed in flow paths and stagnant areas of
agglomerated heap. To evaluate existing status of liquid (leaching solution) reserved in the
agglomerated heaps, the ratio of immobile liquid and mobile liquid (η) is utilized, which
could be calculated by Equation (3).

η =
θresidual

θ − θresidual
(3)

2.4.2. Solute Transport and Resident Parameters

The solute transport in agglomerated heap relies on liquid dispersion, which is heavily
affected by heap porosity and liquid retention. The hydrodynamic diffusion coefficient D is
the sum of effective molecular diffusion Dm and mechanical diffusion Dh (Equation (4)).
The two diffusion processes cannot exist independently.

D = Dm+Dh = Dm+λvn0= Dwτl+λvn0 (4)

wherein the Dh mechanical diffusion may be expressed as λvn0. The λ is the scattering
coefficient, n0 is an empirical constant, υ is the pore water velocity, θ is liquid holdup.
The relationship of tracer conductivity and spray time curve C(t) can be obtained by PTE.
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The conductivity distribution of the overflow water containing the tracer at the outlet is
integrated and normalized, as shown in Equation (5).

E(t) =
C(t)∫ ∞

0 C(t) dt
(5)

The residence time distribution (RTD) ranges from 0 to 1, representing the fraction of
salt tracers whose residence time is less than a specific value. To better compare the solute
transports under different liquid holdup conditions, take mean residence time (tR) as an
indicator, as shown in Equation (6).

tR =
∫ ∞

0
t E (t)dt =

∫ ∞

0
t

C(t)∫ ∞
0 C(t) dt

dt (6)

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Key Parameters under Geometric Mean Diameter (Rg) and Superficial Flow Rate (u)

(1) Cupric ionic concentration/copper extraction rate

The liquid (leaching solution), which contains types of metallic ions, continuously and
disorderly spreads in the irrigation or drainage process of heap leaching operations. The
leaching medium and feed diameter influence leaching kinetics of minerals dissolution.
Thus, the column leaching conducted here is aimed at discussing the effect of initial liquid
retention on leaching reaction. Figure 3 shows the relationship between leaching time and
copper extraction rate under different geometric mean diameter (Rg, mm) and superficial
flow rate (u, mm/s).
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Due to a larger specific surface area, a better leaching reaction interface is provided
in fine-grained (10.32 mm) agglomerated heaps where the peak copper extraction rate is
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76.2%, which is much higher than 49.2% of coarse-grained (24.36 mm) agglomerated heaps
(Figure 3a). For the copper sulfides leaching, it is known that its leaching kinetics could
be roughly divided into two stages: the first stage is Fe3+ diffusion through the product
layers controlled by solute concentration and temperature, which could correspond with
the first 5 leaching days in this paper; the second stage is mainly controlled by mineral
decomposition and Fe2+ reduction, which could corresponded with the 5–12 leaching
days. In leaching solution, the reserved ferric ion (Fe3+) is reduced to ferrous ions (Fe2+)
participated with oxygen and A.f bacteria, the S2- is oxides to sulfate ions by A.t bacteria.
To deeply understand leaching reaction under different effects of influencing factors, the
chemical leaching reaction of the majority copper sulfide mineral compositions (including
of chalcocite, covellite, and chalcopyrite) is simply shown in Equations (7)–(9), respectively.

Cu2S + 2Fe3+ → Cu2++2Fe2++CuS (7)

CuS + 2Fe3+ → Cu2++2Fe2++S0 (8)

CuFeS2+4H++O2 → Cu2++2Fe2++S0+H2O (9)

Figure 3b shows that the cupric ions are released to liquid in leaching process, and
the mineral dissolution is desirable under 0.05 mm/s irrigation condition. When the
agglomerated leaching is operated for 21 days, the peak value of copper extraction rate is
70.0% (at 0.05 mm/s), which is much higher than 54.2% (0.01 mm/s). As Figure 3c shows,
accompanied with the increase of peak copper extraction rate under different Rg condition,
the η tends to increase as well. In contrast, the peak value of copper extraction rate is
obtained at 0.05 mm/s instead of 0.10 mm/s (Figure 3d). This means that for continuously
increasing u, the solute diffusion and minerals dissolution in agglomerated heaps cannot be
linearly improved. This fact might be caused by the recognition that most liquid and solute
transport is conducted via preferential flow paths under an excessive high superficial flow
rate [30]. The detailed liquid retention will be discussed below.

(2) Bacterial concentration

The bacterial concentration in liquid medium keeps changing dynamically, and closely
corresponds with sulfide mineral dissolution and reactions. Figure 4 shows the relationship
between leaching time and bacterial concentration under the different initial liquid retention
condition. Figure 4a,b infer that the initial liquid retention, which is designed by different
packed and irrigation condition, could clearly affect the leaching efficiency. The bacterial
concentration obviously increased from 2.0 × 106 cells/mL to around 1.6 × 108 cells/mL in
the first 10 days, the peak bacterial concentration is roughly 1.75 × 108 cells/mL obtained
at 0.05 mm/s or using 10.32 mm WAs; then the bacterial apoptosis gradually appears to
be caused by leaching environment deteriorations. In the agglomerated heaps packed
by 24.36 mm WAs, the bacterial concentration decreases from 1.16 × 108 cells/mL (at
14 days) to 1.06 × 108 cells/mL (at 21 days). It could be explained that after a longer
period of bioleaching reaction, the crusts composited by amounts of passivation products
widely attached on the mineral surface, which fill pores/voids and seriously restrict the
continuation of bioleaching reactions. Further, the changes of peak bacterial concentration
with the η in Figure 4c,d correspond well with copper extraction rate (Figure 3), which also
follows the close relationship between copper extraction rate and bacterial concentration.
In other words, a desirable bacterial concentration is obtained by using small-diameter
WAs or appropriate high u, resulting in a higher copper leaching efficiency.

(3) pH/Eh value

The copper sulfide bio-/chemical leaching is a complex chemical reaction commonly
occurring in acidic aqueous medium. The oxidation reduction potential (ORP) is closely
related to soluble oxygen, and is also affected by the ratio of ferrous and ferric concentra-
tion [31]. Figure 5 shows that, regardless of Rg or u, the oxidation reduction potential (ORP,
Eh) is higher when pH value is lower.
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In the early leaching period (0–5 days), the pH value reaches nearly 2.60, and oxidation
reduction potential (ORP) is generally lower than 650 mV (Figure 5), which corresponds
with undesirable copper extraction rate (Figure 3). In the leaching process, H+ is consumed
by the copper oxides and alkaline gangues [32], the acidic leaching of copper oxides is
shown in Equation (10). The Eh value increased to 750–850 mV after 10 days of leaching,
and the copper minerals are quickly dissolved and leached, which is clearly echoed with a
surge increase of copper extraction rate (Figure 3) and bacterial concentration (Figure 4).

Cu2(OH)2CO3+4H+ → 2Cu2++3H2O + CO2 (10)

In copper sulfides leaching, the Fe3+ is reduced to produce passivation substances
such as jarosite, polysulfide, etc. [33,34], and the S2− is oxidized to produce S0 and sulfate
ions, which promotes the formation of H2SO4 (Equation (11)).

3Fe3++2 SO2−
4 +6H2O + M+ → MFe3 (SO 4)2(OH)6+6H+ (11)

These finding also inferred that the pH/Eh heavily affects the leaching, where the higher
ORP promotes the mineral dissolutions. Combining with the existing research [35–37], this
indicates that ORP affects the intermediate products formation, so it could limit the solute
transfer and bioleaching efficiency. Referring to previous studies on liquid retention and
hysteresis behavior, it clear that the liquid holdup of unsaturated ore packed beds is higher
under a higher u or a smaller Rg condition; therefore, combining with results of Figure 5, the
ORP is higher in agglomerated heaps where the immobile liquid has a higher proportion,
especially in late leaching stage (Figure 5d).

3.2. Dynamic Liquid Retention Behavior under Different Leaching Condition

(1) Effect of geometric mean diameter (Rg) on dynamic liquid retention

To clearly reveal the dynamic liquid retention from the solute transfer, mobile and
immobile liquid condition at 0 and 21 days are comparatively discussed in this paper.
Figure 6a shows the effect of geometric mean diameter (Rg) of WAs on dynamic liquid
retention. The ratio of immobile liquid and mobile liquid (η) continuously changes, and it
represents the dynamics liquid retention during the agglomerated column leaching.

Figure 6a shows that if geometric mean diameter of packed WAs is fixed, the η
decreases accompanied with leaching reaction. For instance, in the heaps packed by 10.32
mm agglomerations, the proportion of mobile liquid increases from 24.8% of leaching 0 d
to 30.9% of 21 d leaching, with a net increase of 4.1%. It speculates that the bio/chemical
leaching reaction leads to mineral interface damage, pore throat expansion, and even
fluid flow path reconstruction, which promotes mobile fluid paths development, and
then it manifests as the proportion increases of mobile fluid after leaching. Further, after
the leaching reaction, the increase of mobile liquid proportion is more obvious in the
agglomerated heap packed by the small-grained agglomerations. This is consistent with
the experimental phenomenon that the pore structure in fine-grained agglomerated heap
is well developed. Thus, the flow path is normally well expanded and not only along
the former liquid breakthrough paths, which is easy to potentially interfer by leaching
reactions and mineral dissolution. However, there is a fact not affected by leaching reaction,
namely, the η will gradually decrease if the Rg of spherical agglomeration feeds increases.
As seen in Figure 6a, the η of day 0 decreases from 3.672 to 1.629; similarly, the η of day 21
also decreases from 2.922 to 1.521. This means that, although mineral dissolution could
accelerate the flow paths development and increase the mobile liquid flow as a result [38,39],
the leaching reaction only weakly affects η and cannot fundamentally subvert the state of
liquid retention in the agglomerated heaps. Thus, the liquid retention of agglomerated
heaps is more sensitive to geometric mean diameter than leaching reaction. This infers that
it is easier to control liquid holdup by regulating the packed feed diameter of WAs, rather
than regulating the leaching reaction especially in industrial-scale leaching operation.
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(2) Effect of superficial flow rate (u) on dynamic liquid retention

Under the co-effects of capillary and gravity forces, the encapsulated liquid film on
the agglomeration surface forms the potential fluid paths to promote liquid (or solute)
transportation, while the incomplete liquid film causes intermittent liquid retention. The
former liquid film is closely related to mobile liquid, and the latter liquid film is closely
related to the immobile liquid in the agglomerated heaps. The corresponding relationship
between the superficial flow rate (u) and ratio of immobile and mobile liquid (η) is shown
in Figure 6b.

The leaching reaction promote the proportion of mobile liquid, eventually making the
immobile liquid and mobile liquid to be more balanced. As Figure 6b shows, the η is positively
related to u during the whole leaching process. In other words, the liquid exists as mobile
liquid in agglomerated heaps instead residents in the stagnant regions, especially under a
lower u. This does not mean that the mobile liquid is dominant, but it infers that the proportion
of mobile liquid can be significantly increased when a lower u introduced. Taking the leaching
on day 21 as an example, the mobile liquid occupied 34.9% at 0.10 mm/s; however, the mobile
liquid only occupied 47.7% at 0.01 mm/s. This is because that the preferential flow paths
quickly appear and the liquid retention easily reach the steady-state at a higher u (0.10 mm/s),
leading to extensive unsaturated areas distributed in agglomerated heaps. Moreover, no
matter how high u is, the η will certainly decrease accompanied with the mineral dissolution
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reactions. It has also been demonstrated that the leaching reaction could enlarge the flow
paths and promote the proportion of mobile liquid as a result [40,41]. This decreasing of η is
more pronounced at a higher u. Taking the 0.1 mm/s condition as an example, η significantly
decreases from 2.816 to 1.866, and the net reduction is 0.95. However, the net reduction of η is
only 0.067 at 0.01 mm/s, which is much lower than the value of the 0.10 mm/s condition.

3.3. Response of Solute Transport to Dynamic Liquid Retention of Agglomerated Heaps

(1) Effect of superficial flow rate

To better reveal the solute transport under the dynamic liquid spreading condition,
the effect of irrigation condition, packed feed types, and agglomeration geometric mean
diameter on solute transport behavior are considered in this paper, respectively. Figure 7a,b
shows the effect of superficial flow rate (u) on the overflow conductivity and residence time
distribution (RTD) with irrigation time.
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In Figure 7a, the appearance time of the conductivity pulse peak gradually lags as u
decreases. Specifically, under 0.10 mm/s condition, the peak conductivity value of overflow
is 466 us/cm at 240 s; when the u is reduced to 0.01 mm/s, the similar peak conductivity
of overflow is obtained. In addition, based on the slope of the curve, the increasing and
decreasing process of the overflow liquid conductivity at high u (0.10 mm/s) are almost
symmetrical, but a “dragging phenomenon” is observed under low u (0.01 mm/s). This
indicates that the solute is quickly washed away from the leaching reaction system at high
u (0.10 mm/s), but slowly diffuses and stagnates in the pores/voids at low u (0.01 mm/s).
The liquid dragging is mainly caused by coupled effects of adhesion forces and cohesion
forces, which is recognized as the hysteresis behavior [42,43]. The degree of hysteresis is
heavily influenced by the interaction surface features (contact angle, surface roughness,
etc.) and wettability condition.

As seen in Equations (5) and (6), the residence time distribution (RTD) is shown in
Figure 7b. The breakthrough time of solute pulse is positively proportional to the irrigation
rate, which decreases from 120 s (0.01 mm/s) to 30 s (0.1 mm/s). Due to the consumed
time of the liquid, breakthrough is closed related to the appearance time of preferential
flow paths. This means that the shorter the breakthrough time is, the faster liquid retention
steady-state reaches. Besides, based on the RTD curve, the solute residence time is around
660 s at 0.01 mm/s, which is much lower than 1770 s at 0.10 mm/s. It inferred that the
ionic solute stagnates for a longer time at a low u (0.01 mm/s), which is caused by a more
developed capillary diffusion under a slow flow rate. These findings also give a guidance
for an industrial agglomerated heap, namely, advisably decreasing the irrigation rate (or u)
could enhance capillary diffusion and promote mass transfer. In contrast, increasing the
irrigation rate (or u) could quickly recycle the reserved valuable ionic solutes if the leaching
reaction is carried out.

(2) Effect of inter-/intra-aggregate pores

Some previous studies have considered how the developments of inter- and intra-
pores affect the retention potential of unsaturated packed beds. This paper focuses on
the agglomerated heaps and promotes the understanding of inter-/intra- pores effects
on solute transfer via pulse conductivity. Figure 7c,d indicates the effect of inter-/intra-
aggregate pores on overflow conductivity with irrigation time via different packed feeds
(glass beads, and WAs).

The results of Figure 7c show that consumed time of solute transports is 90 s in glass
beads heap, which is much lower than 240 s in heaps of WAs. The intra-porosity of solid
glass beads heap is 0%, which is far below that of agglomerated heaps. Based on Figure 7d,
the RTD curve implies that the residence time of glass beads is 330 s, which is lower than
the residence time (660 s) of agglomerated heaps. This fact confirms that the intra-pores
promote liquid hysteresis behavior, strengthen the capillary diffusion, and cause more
solutes to stagnate in the agglomerated heaps where the intra- and inter- pores are both
well developed. Similarly, it is known the intra- porosity of crushed ore heaps is not as well
developed as agglomerated heaps. Hence, this also explains why agglomerated heaps have
better liquid holdup and leaching efficiency than crushed ore heaps.

(3) Effect of geometric mean diameter

Based on previous studies, the development of intra-/inter pores is very important for
liquid hysteresis. Figure 7e,f shows the potential effect of geometric mean diameter on the
overflow conductivity and solute residence time features.

Figure 7e indicated that the peak conductivity value and residence time of solute
transport is heavily affected by the geometric mean diameter of packed feeds. The peak
conductivity value is 480 us/cm (in 10.32 mm agglomerated heaps), which is much higher
than 442 us/cm (in 24.36 mm agglomerated heaps). More potential flow paths exist in
the agglomerated heaps with well-developed pores. Thus, the liquid dispersion and
solute transport is more complicated and harder to predict. Based on the results shown
in Figure 7f in this paper, the solute residence time in the heaps packed by 10.32 mm
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WAs is highest (1050 s); in contrast, it decreases to 480 s in the heaps packed by 24.36 mm
WAs. This obvious difference in residence time suggests that the well-developed pore
structure (smaller diameter agglomerations) could have a higher liquid holdup value of
(residual) steady-state and obvious hysteresis phenomenon. Thus, in the feed dumping
procedure [44–46], appropriately reducing the feeds diameter of WAs effectively improves
the heaps’ porosity, ameliorating liquid retention, and solute transport.

4. Conclusions

This paper reveals the potential effects of leaching reaction on dynamic liquid retention
and hysteresis behavior of agglomerated heaps. The main findings are as follow:

(1) The dynamic liquid holdup is carefully quantified via RILRCS system, the copper
extraction rate is higher when the WAs diameter is smaller (10.32 mm). Increasing the
surficial flow rate could decease the ratio of immobile and mobile liquid (η);

(2) The RTD results show that increasing intra- porosity of agglomerated heaps and
superficial flow rate could extend solute residence time. However, the excessive
superficial flow rate easily results in preferential flow formation and low copper
leaching rate;

(3) Leaching reaction tends to promote the proportion of mobile liquid, and increase the
peak liquid holdup value. The leaching reaction tends to develop the flow paths,
which is mainly shown as the reduction of η.

From the results described in this paper, it can be seen that bioleaching reactions have
a significant impact on liquid holding behavior. The concentration change of solute type
caused by mineral reaction, reaction passivation, and interface liquid-solid contact angle
will be the focus of follow-up research.
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